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When Emanuel Schikaneder appointed Beethoven as composer-in-residence at the

Theater an der Wien at the beginning of 1803, it opened the door for Beethoven to

fulfill his long cherished ambition to write an opera. He had already studied

techniques of vocal composition with Salieri and composed a few pieces for voice

and orchestra on an operatic scale including, ‘Tremate, empi, tremate” (Op 116)

and “Nei Giorni tuoi felici” (WoO93) but apart from a contribution to Umlauf ’s

singspiel “Die Schöne Schusterin” in 1795, he had written nothing specifically for

the operatic stage. The Roman subject matter of Schikaneder’s preferred libretto,

“Vestas Feuer” did not inspire him and he gave up after struggling with it for a year.

He was more inclined towards heroic opera in the French style and in 1804 he

found the perfect text: “Leonore ou l’Amour conjugal” which treated subjects dear

to his heart - the triumph of liberty over oppression and the love between wife and

husband. However it took three attempts for the opera to reach the form in which it

is known today. The first two versions of 1805 and 1806 are generally referred to by

the title “Leonore” and the final 1814 version as “Fidelio”. Beethoven seems to have

preferred the former title but the theatre management apparently insisted on the

latter to avoid confusion with the other operas by Gaveaux (1798), Paer (1804) and

Mayr (1805) which set the same text. After the first disastrous performances of

1805, Beethoven, with help from his friend Stephan von Breuning, made various

structural changes designed to increase its dramatic effect. Acts 1 and 2 were

amalgamated and Rocco’s Act 1 aria (Hat man nicht auch Gold beneiben) omitted

in order to speed the introduction of Leonore and Pizarro and advance the action.

The revised version fared no better and was withdrawn by Beethoven after only two

performances following a dispute with the management over his share of the

receipts. Interest in staging the opera was revived in 1814 as a result of the renewed
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popularity of Beethoven’s music after the massively successful performances of

The Battle Symphony and the Seventh Symphony.

The poet and playwright, Georg Treitschke was brought in to make further radical

alterations to the opera’s structure and dramatic content and Beethoven thoroughly

revised the score and composed yet another overture. The trio “Ein mann is bald

genommen” and the duet between Leonore and Marzelline (Im der Ehe froh zu

leben) were cut, thus reducing even further the domestic “Singspiel” elements, and

the order of the opening numbers was reversed so that the opera now began with

Marzelline’s and Jacquino’s duet (Jetz, Schätzchen, jetz sind wir allein) rather than

Marzelline’s spoken dialogue and aria. Leonore’s Act I scene was substantially

remodelled with Beethoven adding the dramatic recitative “Abscheulicher! Wo eilst

du hin?” after the first performances, and Florestan was given his angelic vision with

its soaring oboe accompaniment at the end of his opening aria. The most radical

changes were to the final scenes of each act: in the first act, a conventionally rousing

chorus of soldiers and guards was replaced by a more muted and complex musical

accompaniment to the prisoners’ return to the cells.

The action of the second scene of Act 2 was brought from the dungeons to the

courtyard where the chorus greet the arrival of Don Ferrando. This allows the opera

to end in a blaze of light but introduces a pause in the action whose length depends

on the technical capability of the theatre to effect a quick scene change. There was

also severe compression of the action after Pizzaro’s departure so that Leonore and

Florestan launch immediately into their ecstatic duet “O namenlose Freude’ (set to

music originally composed for the unfinished “Vestas Feuer”) now secure in the

knowledge that rescue is at hand. In the previous versions, Rocco had disarmed

Leonore before departing with Pizarro, leaving them in doubt as to what was going
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to happen to them. In the final scene, certain plot issues are given a cursory

treatment. Pizarro is summarily dismissed from the action – previously he was

condemned to take Florestan’s place in the dungeon - and Rocco’s rather dubious

participation in the preceding events is glossed over. Instead the focus is wholly on

the positive: the reuniting of friends, the acknowledgement of Leonore’s bravery

and constancy and the final celebration of wifely virtue. Beethoven provided yet

another overture – the fourth he had written for the opera if one includes the work

known as Leonore no 1 written in 1807 for an unrealised production in Prague and

only published after his death. Unlike the overtures he composed for the 1805 and

1806 versions, known as Leonore no 2 and Leonore no 3, the Fidelio overture is

unrelated to the music of the following dramatic action and its brevity and lightness

of tone leads naturally into the cosy domestic scene with which the opera opens.

Act I
The events of the opera take place in a castle near Seville (to where the play’s

author, Bouilly transferred the action from Tours where he claimed the actual

incident on which he based the story took place). It begins on a light note with a

duet between Marzelline, daughter of the chief jailer Rocco and his assistant

Jaquino, whose attempts to persuade her to accept him as a husband she politely

but firmly rebuffs. She takes advantage of his periodic absences to answer knockings

at the prison door, to confess that she is attracted to Fidelio, the young man who

has recently entered her father’s service. (Jetz, Schätzchen, jetz sind wir allein).

Jaquino’s departure allows her to express her feelings of love for Fidelio unaware

that he is really the disguised Leonore, wife of a political prisoner held in the castle

(O war ich schon mit dir vereint). Rocco and then Fidelio enter and Rocco
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expresses his appreciation for the “young man’s” work and hints that he is aware of

Marzelline’s love for him. In the canon quartet (Mir ist so wunderbar) each

character expresses their feelings at the situation – Rocco, Marzelline and Jaquino,

their different reactions to the potential union of the young couple, Leonore her

misgivings at the situation and her fears for her husband. After Rocco’s aria praising

the virtues of money, cut from the 1806 version but restored to the 1814 version

after its first performances (Hat man nicht auch Gold beneiben), Leonore questions

him about the prisoners and on learning that there is a special prisoner whom

Rocco alone must attend she begs to be allowed to accompany him when he next

visits him. In the trio (Gut, Söhnchen, gut) Rocco and Marzelline reflect on Fidelio’s

qualities as a potential son-in-law and husband while Leonore screws up her

courage for the test to come. A short march heralds the entrance of the Governor

Pizarro and his guards. He is alerted to the imminent arrival of the minister of

State, Don Ferrando, on a visit of inspection and realises that he must act quickly to

dispose of his enemy Florestan whom he has been slowly starving to death in the

castle dungeon. He exults over his coming act of vengeance (Ha welch’ ein

Augenblick !) in which he hints that at once their positions had been reversed (the

precise circumstances of the enmity between Florestan and Pizarro remains

unexplained) and posts a trumpeter in the tower to warn him of Ferrando’s

approach. His attempts to bribe Rocco to murder Florestan meet with refusal

although Rocco agrees to assist Pizarro in his murderous act on the grounds that

Florestan’s death will be a release from his suffering (Jeztz, Alter, Alter, jetzt hat es

Eile). Leonore who has overheard at least some of this conversation vents her anger

at Pizarro and calls on Hope to bolster her courage (Abscheulicher! Wo eilst du

ihn.... Komm Hoffnung lass den letzten Stern.). She asks that the prisoners be
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allowed out of their cells to enjoy the daylight (originally it was Marzelline who did

so) and their groping towards the sunlight is expressed the moving chorus (O

welche Lust) Leonore learns that she has been given permission to accompany

Rocco to the dungeon of the unknown prisoner and that his fate is sealed (Nun

sprecht, wie ging’s). Pizarro enters, furious that the prisoners have been allowed out.

Rocco’s excuse that the occasion of King’s birthday permits the concession, seems to

satisfy him (Ach Vater, Vater eilt) but the prisoners are forced to return to their cells

(Leb wohl du warmes Sonnenlicht).

Act II
The act opens in the darkness of the dungeon where Florestan lies in chains (the

music of the introduction comes from his early Joseph Cantata of 1790). In the

recitative (Gott, welch Dunkel hier) he accepts his fate as the will of God and in the

following aria (In des Lebens Frühlingstagen) he has an ecstatic vision of Leonore

which quickly fades. Leonore and Rocco enter and in the melodrama episode begin

to prepare a grave (Wie kalt ist es). As Rocco talks to Florestan, Leonore thinks she

recognises her husband’s voice but feels she must help the prisoner whoever he is

and offers him food (Nur hurtig fort nur frisch gegraben) . In the trio (Euch werde

Lohn in bessern Welten), Florestan expresses his thanks for this act of compassion,

Rocco his powerlessness to alter the situation and Leonora, who remains

unrecognised by her husband, her hope for his salvation. Rocco signals to Pizarro

that all is ready and in the quartet (Er sterbe) Pizarro reveals his identity to

Florestan and his murderous intent towards him. However before he can strike,

Leonora stand in his way with a loaded pistol and to the general astonishment

reveals herself a Florestans’ wife. At this point, a distant trumpet sounds twice,
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signalling the approach of Don Ferrando and the action freezes as each takes in its

significance. The quartet is resumed briefly as Leonore, Florestan and Pizarro

recognise that the tables have been turned. Pizarro and Rocco leave and Florestan

and Leonore express their joy at being reunited in their surging duet (O namenlose

Freude). The second scene, transfers the action from the darkness of the dungeon to

the sunlight of the castle’s parade ground where the chorus of soldiers, guards and

prisoners greet Don Ferrando (Heil sei dem Tag) who announces that he is there to

set right past injustices (Des besten Königs Wink und Wille). Rocco brings forward

Leonore and Florestan, still in his chains, and Ferrando recognises the friend whom

he believed dead. Pizarro’s attempts at an explanation are brushed aside and he is

led away to an undisclosed fate. Leonore frees her husband and all are struck by

deep emotions (the music for the profoundly moving moment when she removes

Florestan’s fetters is another borrowing from the Joseph cantata). All join in

celebrating the triumph of liberty over oppression and the joys of married love.

The final chorus contains words from Schiller’s “An die Freude” which Beethoven

had from the outset insisted on including but which were so sadly inaccurate as far

as his own life was concerned: “ Wer ein holdes Weib errungen, stimm in unsern

Jubel ein!!” - Who calls such a wife his own, join in our song of joy.

His experience with Fidelio did not put Beethoven off the prospect of writing

another opera and among the many unrealized projects were “Macbeth” in

collaboration with Heinrich von Collin in 1807 and “Melusine” on a libretto by

Franz Grillparzer in 1822. He also wrote a number of works designed to accompany

stage works including the overture to Collin’s “Coriolanus”, an overture and

incidental music for Goethe’s “Egmont” and music for Kotzebue’s one- act plays
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“König Stephan” and “Die Ruinen von Athen”. The Coriolanus overture was written

in 1807 possibly for a single performance on 24th April of that year and is a miniature

drama in itself, evoking the mood rather than the events of the play. Goethe’s

“Egmont” deals with the struggle of the 16th century Dutch led by Count Egmont to

free themselves from Spanish rule and Beethoven’s incidental music of 1810 consists

of the overture, now a popular concert work, and nine movements. These comprise

two songs for Clärchen, Egmont’s lover, music for her death scene (she took poison

after an unsuccessful attempt to rescue Egmont) and the melodrama in which she

appears to Egmont in a vision prophesying freedom for the people after his own

death, and the Victory symphony with which the play (and the overture) ends. The

four entre’actes skillfully introduce the action of the succeeding scenes but caused a

problem when published for concert performances as the music does not come to a

conventional close. The publishers Breitkopf and Härtel therefore had to employ

other composers to add suitable endings.

The music for ‘Die Ruinen von Athen” and “König Stephan” originally accompanied

one-act dramas on patriotic episodes in Hungary’s history and national mythology

written by August Kotzebue for the opening of the new theatre at Pest. The overture

to “König Stephan” features a recurring series of calls which interrupt a jaunty march

and there is a hint of the music later used in the finale of the Ninth Symphony.

The story of “Die Ruinen von Athen” shows Mercury and Minerva, after finding

Athens overrun by the Turks (giving Beethoven the opportunity to write a chorus of

Dervishes and a Turkish march) discovering that true culture flourishes on the

banks of the Danube. The music was later adapted and remodeled for the reopening

of the Josepha Theater Vienna in 1822 for which Beethoven composed a new

overture in Handelian style.
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